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The ToastMaster serves as the host of the conference, whether it is the club's duties or the official presentation. He is responsible for ensuring that meetings are run in a timely and smooth manner. He also recommends speakers and other conference functions. Toast is usually pre-selected so that he can
prepare for the role, to help ensure success, make a comprehensive checklist of what to do as a toaster. Acting as a master's toast can improve the speaking skills and leadership of the public, which can help him in his role as a professional. If the meeting is at least a week, send an email to everyone
who has the meeting role to make sure they join the meeting. Collecting this information via email provides an opportunity to better track answers. If someone is unable to join the toastmaster, there will be enough time to find a replacement. The toaster should have a speaker drafting their topics and
compiling recommendations if they want to read for them. This will reduce the confusion in securing these items before the meeting. The night before the meeting, the toaster should prepare an agenda for use during the meeting. For Toastmaster International meetings, participants often get credit for their
meeting roles. The toaster should remind members to take appropriate manuals and other materials before the meeting begins. At this time, the toastmaster meets with the general assessor to make sure they are introducing the assessor and they are aware of all the participants. The Masters also quickly
met with the president and others to skip any agenda changes. Once the toaster is officially introduced by the president, the conference becomes the responsibility of the Toastmaster. At most toastmaster meetings, these roles are ah-counter grammar timers and sometimes voting counters. After these
introductions, the toastmaster introduced the first speaker, who then used the podium after accepting the toaster with a handshake. When the last speaker is finished, the toaster may introduce a prototype of the table topic or go straight to the general assessor's introduction. As the meeting progresses,
the toaster will closely watch the clock and gradually move forward if things start to fall apart. After the assessment is complete, the toaster will continue to control the meeting. The toaster will call a report from the role of the meeting. In clubs with voting processes, the voting counters give the winner list to



the Toastmaster. The winner's name is read and a ribbon or certificate. Then the ToastMaster will thank everyone for the successful meeting, then turn the meeting back to the club president. Before leaving the toaster meeting, make sure that the Toastmaster's guide is updated to show participation in the
conference, about author Adele Burney starting her writing career in 2009, when she was a prominent writer in member stories, a magazine for the Junior League, a finance manager who brought more than 10 years of account and financial experience to her online articles. Burney has a corporate
communications degree and a master's degree in business administration from Rollins College Toast Master of day (or evening) as a master's master of ceremonies, such as MC, of all Master's Meetings. Every Meeting of Toastmaster is like a mini-event, and every event needs a great host, by mediating
between the speaker and the role player, setting the tone of the meeting by choosing an entertainment theme and making the audience engage The Toastmaster of the Day, or TMOD as the backbone of every Meeting of The Toastmaster. The importance of The Master of the Day to understand the
importance of the Masters of The Day of The Oscars nostalgia If the Oscars don't have a host, it will be a group of people who come on stage and accept their awards. Nominations can be played on screen, and awards and performances can be announced one by one by the man behind the speaker.
The host entertains the crowd and creates a link between the audience and the speakers. The audience was familiar with the host because she was back on stage. Soon, the audience will start to know the host better, and this will add comfort to the events that are commonly stated. While the speaker is
the hero of the day, a good host provides the necessary breaks from the agenda. Lifting the Oscar preview again, while mostly interested in who wins in 2014, Ellen Degeneres has diminished the mood of the event with her highly entertaining gimmick in ordering her infamous pizza and selfie, which
makes the Year's Oscar event more memorable than the winner, and it's like Toastmaster's Day meeting with an Oscar, but the trailer can draw parallel here. Details of Day Cheat-SheetWhether that you have played the role of Toastmaster the day before, or you are playing the role for the first time, here
is a detailed flow of how you can go about the role without missing out on various aspects of the meeting, and hosting the overall entertainment that holds meetings together perfectly. Here's what To prepare your role as TMOD:Choosing a Choosing theme is a fun part of being a Toastmaster of the day.
You must set the tone of the meeting according to the theme you selected. So how do you go about choosing one? Here are 3 points to follow for this:1 The EntertainingYour theme should be what gives you space for entertainment. You don't need to keep the audience rolling on the floor laughing. But it
should make them happy in some way. For example, one meeting I attended was themed as a 'scary boss' where TMOD spoke of the annoyance that he was his current boss. The humor of the content he uses is light and amusing, and since most audience members may relate to that content, they find it
extremely enjoyable.2 Overall, I mean, your theme should involve all audience members. So it's important to take into account your audience when you choose your theme. The themes you choose for an audience consisting of most children are different from those with a large number of elderly people. If
your audience includes a mixed age group, select an ageing topic. Related article: The importance of knowing your audience when sending relevant 3 quotes, if a holiday is around a corner or a big news event has recently broken out, you can base your theme around that as far as you can be sure
everyone will know about it. For example, if a highly anticipated movie is about to be released, you're going to have You can stick to your theme around the movie. It provides total entertainment, relevance and fun! Note The side tries not to select a very common theme. Delve into topics to create
something different. For example, instead of choosing a theme, like 'pizza'. You can keep your theme called 'The Friend at Every Party: Pizza', that may not be the best example, but you get my score;). Here's a theme concept to inspire your choice:'NO' vemberNot-So-Scary Halloween Cannibalism's
VeganMillennials: Lazy or misunderstood? NO speech to supplement the life-changing hobby of bloggers, the death of a TV great inventor, Understated. Disease somewhat kills productivity? The ad is DeadThe Greatest Salesman in the magical world of MythologyWhat Rap, teach us about LifeMusic for
SoulFood and Food PornNow. I just like to have a unique theme that delves deeper into that topic. You can check out this article to read a preview of the TMOD theme with a twist. However, if you want a wider theme, just select bold keywords from the list. Replace! It gives you more space to play with.
Reach members After you choose your theme, it's time to start preparing for your content. Since you are about to mediate all meetings, one of your key roles is to introduce all speakers and role holders for that meeting. Now you can call the speaker one by one in a boring manner, or you can use the
introduction as an opportunity to help the audience get to know the speaker a little better. You can also entertain them in the process. To create a good introduction, you need to have details. Once you have your theme, contact the Vice President of Education. She is often the one who prepares the
agenda at the Masters conference. Ask her for the name and contact details of the speaker and the role holder for that meeting. Contact them and ask questions that can help you get information to guide them. You can ask questions such as: What is their name? What is their talking project? What is their
current career? How long have they been toast masters? Why did they join the ToastMaster? Any success they have in Toastmasters or in their professional lives? Theme-related questions For example, if your theme is 'awesome boss', you're not going to be charged. You can ask if the speaker has a
scary boss and what the experience is. When you make this release, do not forget about tag team - ah and Grammarian counter timers, they are the ones that will help you organize meetings and it is important to give them the right advice as well. Excellent introductionism is important and we always
underestimate its power. It's what excites the audience with speakers and makes them (speakers) feel a little good about themselves. Related article: How to introduce speakers in any setting (and amaze your audience) Have a copy of the agenda ready before you go on stage. It will make you follow the
order of the meeting and deliver your introduction without forgetting things like speaker name, name, speech, project, speech and so on. So keep the agenda useful to you at all times. Quick notes, talked to the vice president of education and asked her if there was a last-minute change on the agenda.
Many times a speaker or role player may return out in the final moments, and the organizing committee may have to look for a replacement. If so, make the changes to your printed agenda. If you have time before the meeting begins, quickly find a replacement and ask the question you ask the role holder
when you publish before the meeting, so you have some content to guide the speaker. Your content outside Your task is to introduce speakers and role holders, you still need to engage your audience, that's mc.'s job when preparing for your role has some content other than the introduction between you
and the audience. This content is ideal to be around the theme of your choice and is intended to entertain the audience, change things from speaking after speech and make all meetings lively, interactive and engaging. For example, this time, the TMOD in the meeting I attended had defined the theme as
'Story: They Changed Things' during two speeches, he destroyed the monotony of meetings by introducing a quick interactive game to keep the audience engaged. He said he would create a story at that point, but needed the help of the audience to do so. He went on to say that he would start the story
with a sentence, and the next person he pointed out would have to take from that sentence and say a compliment sentence that would help the story progress. The audience member then sat next to the person saying that another sentence related to the previous sentence. This goes on until each
audience member has the opportunity to participate in the overall story, because the game is so simple and ridiculous, it makes it so much fun! People are talking crazy things that make the audience laugh. As a TMOD, your task is to do so, introducing elements in the meeting, which makes it fun and
interactive. And that's what makes you memorable. The induction day role is here. Now is the time to play the role, the Meeting of the Toastmaster usually begins with a sergeant at arms, followed by a presidency officer followed by you - The Toastmaster of the day, when you first arrive at the stage, not
only start by introducing speakers and role holders. You can talk about why you chose that theme, a story based on the theme that's relevant to your audience. For example, let's say your theme is 'Cannibalization of Veganism', which is talking about the trend of vegans taking over. You can start by
talking about how vegetarianism is a concept going on and why you are considering going vegan. Just absolutely personal (no one asks anyone to go vegan)! Before moving on to the introduction, take a moment to take the guests (non-members of the Toastmaster) through the structure of the Meeting of
toastmaster, explain to them that the meeting is (usually) divided into 3 sections: prepared speeches, table topics, and evaluations, leading them through what these cycles entail. Your introduction can go like this: Friends, Toastmasters and dear guests, it is my privilege and pleasure to welcome you.
First, the prepared speech cycle in which members will give speeches based on the project and the path they choose. The second part of the session is a round table topic where members can practice thinking and speaking on their feet. This cycle is also called the sudden speech section. Guests can
also participate in this round. The third and final part is the evaluation cycle, in which all prepared speeches, including the other side of the session, will be evaluated by General Evaluator and his/her team (you can skip the paragraph above if the presidency officials that day have already explained the
meeting structure). Keep in mind that before getting into this, you should start your role by talking a little bit on the theme and giving some stories to highlight the importance of the theme of your choice. Let's count the number of guests in the meeting. If there are a few guests (about 30% of the audience or
more) Take a moment to talk about the history of Toastmasters and what it means. For example, you can ask a guest in the meeting to raise their hands and ask them a few vegetarians. It's easy to stick with themes and make them interactive. You also make guests feel more comfortable, as it is possible
that this is toastmaster's first meeting, introducing the TAG team, then moving on to introducing tag teams - timers, Ah Counter &amp; Grammarian.Start off. It identifies what these roles are about and why they are important. Keep this section brief as the role players themselves will talk about what their
roles are involved. Related article: How to display the role of a timer | Toastmaster Raj (allow raj to introduce himself and his role) On track to use good grammar and not very good, we have the grammar of The Master Lee Day (allowing Lee to introduce himself and his role). To keep it Of the 'ahs' and
'ums' during the meeting, we had Ah-Counter of The Day Toast Master John (allowing John to introduce himself and his role). After you call each role holder, let them speak a little about their roles and duties. Don't just read all the role players at once. As you suggest, they talk about the details you ask
from each role player before the meeting. After each TAG team member has finished introducing their role, go to the speakers. Prepared speeches introduce speakers talking about the details you gather about them to prepare for your role as a TMOD, talking about their careers, speaking levels, delivering
their journey in toastmasters, their ideas about the format of the meeting - everything we mentioned above in this article. However, be careful not to make the introduction too long. The good introduction is short but impactful and appeals to the audience to thrill the speakers, before calling the speaker on
stage asking the speaker's assessor to read the speaker's speaking objectives. Remember that if two speakers submit the same speech level, you do not need to ask the second speech assessor to repeat the speaking purpose. You can specify that the objective is the same as the previous speaker and
move on to introduce the speaker. Our script can be like this: The first speaker for this cycle will attempt the _____ level of project ______ from the ____ path to evaluate this speech. Please put your hands together for Master John! Shake his/her hand and announce the speaker's name and speech
name) (after the first speech ends, return to the stage to introduce the next speaker). The second speaker for this cycle will attempt the _____ project _______ level from the ______ path [repeat the same process for all prepared speeches]. Let's say the theme of the day is 'The Art of No Speech':The first
speaker for this round will attempt level 1 project 3 from the 'influence'path' to evaluate this speech. The first speaker has been a Toastmaster for the past two years. I've seen him give many speeches on this stage so much and he has grown tremendously as a speaker on his 2-year journey! Nowadays,
he is a marketing professional and dreams of one day opening his own marketing. When I asked the speaker his thoughts about 'the art of speech, no'. He said sometimes it wasn't one of the hardest things he had to do, but it was always worth it. Please always put your hands together for charming and
smiling members. (Allow the speaker to walk up to the stage, shake his/her hand and announce the speaker's name and speech name) John – one in a million, one in a million – John speaks a few short lines on the speaker, adding a personal taste to help the audience relate to the speaker, excite the
audience with the speaker by talking about his strengths or improvements. And you have a good introduction. When you call the speaker while she is walking up to the stage, you shake their hand and announce their name and name of their words. Now there are some formulas that Toastmasters follow
when doing this: speaker names - name, quote, speech name – speaker name, that's how it's mentioned in the script as well. In a true condition, if the speaker's name is John Brown, and his name is 'perfect moment', you as TMOD reads the intro: John Brown – perfect moment, perfect moment – John
Brown. Why say the title and title twice? It turns out that the reason the formula came in was because the first time the name and word name were said , looked at the speaker - to acknowledge the speaker, and the second time it finished confronting the audience to make sure that both speakers and
viewers had heard the speaker's name and the name of the speech (not yet sure why this thing was so important, but what the organization just complied with. One by one introduce each speaker. When the speech is finished, go back on stage, shake the speaker's hand and take control of the stage from
them. Congratulations to the speakers for their speech and commenting on one or two sentences to say if you feel like it. It's hard to prepare for this because you can comment on a person's speech when you hear it. So this is not compulsory. Also, try and stick to speaking positively about the words you
hear. If you have nothing positive to say, it is best not to say anything as your job is to make the mood of the meeting light and cheerful. After the speech is finished, your role as a slightly lower TMOD tone, call the timer to report the time for the prepared speeches. (This may vary in different clubs. Some
clubs call for timers before and after all prepared speeches before and after the round table topics, and finally before and after the evaluation cycle to provide time guidelines and reports of each relevant section. Some clubs call a single timer at the start of the meeting to provide a scheduling guideline for
all three sessions and once at the end to provide time reports for all three sessions. Then you deliver the procedure to the table header master to perform your table topic session. Related article: How to do the role of a master table topic in the best Toastmasters conference? After the round of topics, the
stage table is returned to you, and then you need to guide The General Evaluator to perform the evaluation. Script Preview: The next part of our meeting is an important round in the meeting of the Toastmaster. In this cycle, constructive feedback is given to each speaker, including conducting an overall
meeting so that members benefit from the assessor's experience and become a better speaker. For this, we have General Evaluator to perform a session (adding a few lines for GE before calling her out). Now I want to deliver a session to General Evaluator of The Day Toast Master Susan. Related
article: How to do best with the role of general assessor in the Toastmasters conference? For example, this TMOD chooses a theme about drinking and driving, between table topics and round assessments, he shows us a video he made in his advertising company about people drinking and driving. It's a
joke on a serious topic that adds humor to a part of the meeting and gives something different to the audience to enjoy, in addition to listening to speeches. Many times the club may take a break after a table topic or prepared speech. This is a personal matter again for each club that when they often take
a break. You can find this from the club's board and announce a break accordingly. In the end, just say the last few words in your theme and what is the meeting? Try and have something to do for the audience. Remember that no matter which role you take, it is about adding value. You choose your
theme for some reason, so end your session with what your audience can do to its advantage. That theme. For example, if your theme is around Performance, you can't do it. Taking your takeaway to the audience may be that if the next time they feel they are in a rut rather than finding motivation, they
can start by taking small steps towards their goal, rather than having a big task intimidating in front of them (i.e. committing to writing only paragraphs instead of 3000-word blog posts when you don't feel like writing), which will inspire them to take more action. What they can try or adopt is an instant
thought set in some way about your theme, it's a good thing to end up with. Finally, deliver the stage to the president's staff of the day and grab your seat! Note you may need to be on stage to announce and/or greet the winner of that day's meeting with the presidency staff. You can download all of the
Toastmaster's script dates and checklists from here. Go out to speakers/role holders for their introduction, create content around the theme. Type out the agenda, ready you to participate on the stage, create a Start meeting by talking in the theme, approaching the headcountSpeak audience a little in the
history of Toastmasters (if a large audience consists of guests), talk about the structure of a quick game meeting, or make a round of introductions to audiences. It can also be done by the Table Topic Master itself). Call for a quick game breakPlay or show the audience some form of media, such as video
(do nothing to break the monotony of meetings). General EvaluatorCall introduction on the timer to read the time report for evaluation (does not occur in all clubs It can also be done by General Evaluator itself). Close quotes (give the last word about the theme and give it away for the audience). How to
end your speech with maximum impact! Download the Toastmaster's Day checklist here, tips on being a great toastmaster of My DayIn Experience, what's better is to say in public as a whole better than they are in as a TMOD. In a public speech about Udemy, 5 tools Public speaking - connections,
lectures, explanations, persuasion and revelation As TED Talks founder Chris Anderson gives many examples of the best TED speakers, so we are a practical way to overcome fear on stage and deliver words that people will remember. His course helped me personally and I recommend anyone who
wants to learn to speak in public, but you don't need to do an online course to be a good TMOD! Here are some tips to help you play a role regardless of your experience of speaking in public. Pre-set themes As a TMOD You should select and finish the theme at least 5 days before the meeting. This
allows the PR team to create creativity in design for meetings around that theme, and more importantly, it gives you more time to gather your recommendations and prepare for your role. The pronunciation Here is something that people have a hard name. You never know what's silent in some names, so
it's best to ask the person who says what's the right way to pronounce his name. Proper noun pronunciation doesn't matter, does it? But you still don't want to kill someone's name up completely! It's safer to ask. Remember that while The Day's Toastmaster is the one that holds meetings together and
entertains the audience, remember, it's about the speakers, so while you're in the spotlight for the most part, don't be there too long. I remember this TMOD that went about his theme. Audience members have to tell him to stop yapping in the theme and perform a real meeting. You don't want to be that
guy! It's your job to keep the audience and speakers motivated, so every time you introduce a speaker or player, the role brings applause! Most of the audience themselves will start applauding (Toastmasters LOVE CLAP!) Also, when the speakers come on stage, shake their hands to deliver the stage to
them and hold their hands when you bring the stage back from them. This gives the audience a clear indication that the speech is over and that the stage will be delivered to the next speaker. It also looks better to start and end up holding hands! Because you're not a speaker doesn't mean you skipped
training. Every time you take the stage, even if it is only a 1 minute practice speech. Related article: How to deliver 1-minute quotes: Tips, examples, topics &amp; MoreRehearse content, your interactions with your referral audience Repeat the flow of meetings in your head. While you should have an
agenda with you when you go on stage reading from the paper, just look boring. So know your content, it happens when you practice, and when you do that, you with the audience in a way that has a greater impact. Related: A simple but surprisingly effective process to rehearse for SpeechHave fillers
ready to host a good toast meeting of the day must be prepared for what happens beyond the ordinary For example, the speaker's projector screen is taking time to come, voting is slowly counted, the speaker is not displayed to speak. Here's what you can't plan. As a host, it is your job to keep the
audience entertained and distracted by technical delays holding or delaying the progress of the meeting. Therefore, plan for trouble in advance. Have some filler ideas ready before you go on stage. If and when problems arise, you can use them. For example, you can have some discussion topics along
your theme, or you can call one of the speakers and conduct an impromptu interview with them on stage about their speech. I remember this time I attended a meeting and the ballot took a very long time to count. The theme of the meeting is 'superhero', so during the toastmaster's delay the day plays it
cold and asks the audience the question of whether Batman can really beat Superman. As soon as the audience starts muttering among themselves, then the TMOD asks who feels the answer is 'yes' and who feels the answer is 'no' to raise their hands one by one. He then asked audience members on
each side of the debate to present their point of why they felt the way they did. It keeps the audience engaged and no one realizes the ballot takes more than 10 minutes to count, so there's some filler idea ready. You never know when you might want! Bonus tip: MentorWhen you join toastmasters, you are
(in most cases) assigned a consultant from your club. He is always a senior member of the club and can guide you with your speeches and roles. When deciding to choose your theme and content as a Toastmaster of the day, take action by your adviser before doing anything concrete. Your advisers will
see more meetings and maybe be in a good place to judge what you decide to work with this audience or not. Creative Toastmaster of IdeasHere Day is a creative theme and a way to perform the role of Toastmaster of a slightly different day: talking show instead of meeting with themes. Why not rely on
improvement? The talking style is up to you, TMOD asks questions, types of talking to speakers and guests, you treat them as pseudo-celebrities. I remember seeing a talking show in my old club where this woman (called her Jade). Her theme name is 'Morning Tea with Jade'. Interviewing them ask
questions such as 'Why do you join Toastmasters', 'Why do you think you're a good speaker', 'Name a defining moment in your life', 'Who are your favorite audience members'? The idea is to provoke a response that can be awkward or amusing. It keeps all sessions entertained because the audience
doesn't know what to expect! If you choose this theme, create funny questions and try different questions for different people to avoid boring. Music, if you're a musician, you can hold all your themes around the song. You don't need to be a professional or anything, even if you know the basics, this can
work well. I have attended one meeting where TMOD is a singer. He started meeting with music and talked about the beauty and importance of music in everyone's life. He then breaks into the music during speeches and sessions, demanding that audience members jam him. In the end, he sings popular
songs and makes the entire audience sing along with him! He's not a professional, but he's very good! While 'music' is a theme, it's common, the way he organizes meetings by showing his musical talent is what makes it different and fun. You can do this with guitar, violin, keyboard as well. The drums
may be a little difficult though... SportsAgain, while sports is a common theme, it is an action that makes it unique. This meeting, TMOD is a cricket fan. Every time after the speech ends, he sends the bat to the speaker and bowls a few balls for him. At the end, the speakers with the largest number of hits
will win special prizes. Even the master table topics use the ball to perform her session. Instead of asking the audience member to volunteer for the table topic, she will throw the ball to any member she wants to run up to the stage! It's very different to have something like this! You usually don't expect a
pseudo-cricket game to take place in the middle of a Toastmaster meeting, but that's what makes it fun. The conclusion of The Toastmaster of the Day is that people who hold meetings together, strong TMOD, can make meetings full of bad speeches, entertainment. However, a bad TMOD does not
necessarily ruin the meeting of a good speaker. So there are very few disadvantages to taking this role! If you are not already a TMOD, I suggest you volunteer for this role. It's so much fun and there are many things you can learn from it.
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